TIN TILE

In America during the Victorian age tin ceiling tiles, painted white, were an affordable alternative to beautiful European plasterwork. Over time the look gained popularity on walls as well. This look-alike wallpaper has the rich appearance of pressed tin or embossed leather with a prominent ornate design and realistic vintage finish. There are seven available color combinations with metal highlights to add a handsome ambience when installed on ceiling or walls. Among the palettes is pewter with weathered bronze, gunmetal with rustic silver, or worn copper with dusty verdigris.
FIELD STONE

When early American farmers cleared their lands each planting season, stones were unearthed by the freeze and thaw cycles. The rocks would be tossed to the edges of the fields forming stone walls and sometimes used to build homes and outbuildings. This wallpaper is an incredibly realistic depiction of varicolored fieldstone that would look equally well in a rustic or modern setting. The texture, shading, and appearance of mineral deposits begs to be touched, it looks that authentic. Choose from slate blue with terra cotta, amber, pale grey and bright silver or three others.
WEAVE

With the look of a tightly woven basket weave made of pliable quarter inch bamboo splines, this wallpaper has organic flavor pleasing in relaxed rustic Asian décor along with shoji screens, austere greenery, and a koi pond. It is equally appropriate in a starkly modern apartment along with leather, stainless steel, and granite accoutrements. But don’t be fooled. This wallcovering is actually made of durable scrubbable vinyl artfully mottled and texturally defined to look organic and is available in colors stolen from nature including straw, amber waves or greystone plus browns.

LEATHER

The richness, the substance, the beauty of leather is coveted for design projects, rustic or metropolitan. This faux leather wallpaper possesses all the richness and beauty of genuine leather although it is made of rugged, longwearing, scrubbable vinyl. The supple granular texture and rich hues will fool the most discerning eye. In addition, it color matches with Leather Damask in nine shades including tan, mocha, oxblood, rose gold and more.

LEATHER DAMASK

With the rich supple look of genuine leather, this remarkable wallpaper is incredibly realistic. In truth, the material is vinyl...durable, scrubbable vinyl. The over-scale pattern is an ogee design with 18 inch ornate contrasting color medallions. Appropriate in a rustic or a slick urban setting and available in seven palettes; among them is rich mocha with tan, cream with ivory and bronze with rust. Partner with Leather in compatible colors.
**BURLAP**

An irregular loosely woven veil of threads lies atop a solid background. The unusual texture resembles an uncommon fabric similar to burlap. This unique design of subtle four inch diamonds makes handsome and interesting wallpaper. Made from durable vinyl and apropos for contemporary, eclectic, or modern decorating projects there are six organic hues available including pale grey, golden wheat, or earth brown with black overlay.

---

**VINE SCROLL**

“Bali Ha’i may call you, any night, any day. In your heart you’ll hear it call you, ‘Come away. Come away’”. Like the Rodgers and Hammerstein hit from South Pacific, this serene design speaks of exotic tropics with a woven grass cloth background and an overlay of simple scrolling vines. This beautiful wallpaper is formed of textured vinyl in a spa motif appropriate for bedroom and bath, a beach retreat, or a cleanly modern home or apartment. The six selections tend toward neutrals such as dusted grey with taupe and moonlit grey or silvery aqua with oyster grey and cream. Partner with Grasscloth in compatible colors.

---

**GRASSCLOTH**

Woven grasses in natural variegated colors; that’s what you think you see, but guess again! Artfully formed of durable vinyl, this wonderfully realistic wallpaper only looks like dried fibers taken from nature and painstakingly woven into a tatami mat. The Asian influence lends itself to a spa setting, perhaps a bed and bath, or a serene modern design project. The pattern is intended to partner with Vine Scroll in six calming color combinations, among them a moonlight-on-the-water silver/grey or a cream and oatmeal duo.
CEMENT

With the industrial appearance of cement mixed with fine aggregate to form concrete, this wallpaper has the remarkable ability to fool the eye into believing what it sees. In reality, this is a durable softly textured vinyl with the look of a roughly corrugated, fluid pattern. It would add unassuming nature centric colors to a minimalist postmodern decorating project. The half dozen palettes have a slight glow and include pewter with bronze and wet sand with antique silver.
STUCCO

The charm of aged stucco, worn and peeling, chipped and cracked, is a captivating design element in a rustic, industrial, or postmodern project. There is warmth, a sense of history, and an organic aspect to the distressed surface. In this example, there is also a surprise…vinyl. Yes, this is beautifully textured and patterned wallpaper that looks like weathered stucco but is composed of durable and scrubbable vinyl. The quartet of believable colorways, such as oyster shell, concrete grey, and graphite increase the realistic look.

STACKED STONE

At first glance the organic origin of this remarkably lovely material is uncertain. It has the look of an exotic shell or a geological wonder. The mystery is laid to rest when it's revealed to be wallpaper made of vinyl…durable, scrubbable vinyl. The horizontal pattern is composed of a myriad of irregular shapes about half an inch high and less than two inches wide stacked atop one another like a miniature stone wall. The seven nature inspired shades, including pearlescent sea foam, copper sheen or silver mine, have a softly glowing finish.

WOOD

Woodsman, spare that tree! Instead of genuine wood consider this wallpaper, with the look of the real article, but composed of vinyl. The pattern mimics vertical planks complete with faux grain, knotholes, and burl, and the texture of the durable and scrubbable vinyl adds to the credibility of the appearance. There are seven diverse palettes, some accurate and some artistically trendy. Examples include midnight black, charcoal and silver or pale sky blue, cream and taupe.